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Abstract: Infectious diseases cause great economic loss and individual and even social anguish. Existing detection methods
lack sensitivity and specificity, have a poor turnaround time, and are dependent on expensive equipment. In recent years, the
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-CRISPR-associated protein (Cas) system has been widely
used in the detection of pathogens that cause infectious diseases owing to its high specificity, sensitivity, and speed, and good
accessibility. In this review, we discuss the discovery and development of the CRISPR-Cas system, summarize related analysis
and interpretation methods, and discuss the existing applications of CRISPR-based detection of infectious pathogens using Cas
proteins. We conclude the challenges and prospects of the CRISPR-Cas system in the detection of pathogens.
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1 Introduction
Infectious diseases caused by viruses, bacteria,
parasites, fungi, and other pathogenic microorganisms
are estimated to cause more than 13 million deaths
each year (Yu et al., 2012; Hwang et al., 2018). Among
these microorganisms, bacteria and viruses have rapid
mutation rates and strong transmission abilities, pos‐
ing severe threats to humans. These diseases often
cause great economic losses and social disruption
(Lozano et al., 2012). Detecting these pathogenic micro‐
organisms in a timely manner is important to prevent
the spread of infectious diseases (Kostyusheva et al.,
2022). Microbial culture methods were among the
first diagnostic techniques for infectious diseases and
have become the standard for the detection and iden‐
tification of pathogens. However, microbial culture
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methods require a long incubation period, and some
pathogens may not be easy to culture (Scheler et al.,
2014).
Molecular-level detection methods (including
diagnosis through analysis of pathogen-derived anti‐
gens, the patient immune response, or the presence of
nucleic acid substances) are widely used in pathogen
detection (Taylor et al., 2017). Antigen-based detec‐
tion is effective and rapid, but requires preproduc‐
tion of antibodies and lacks accuracy and sensitivity.
Although serological analyses and other adaptive im‐
mune response tests are well-developed, they cannot
be used for the early diagnosis of infection. Early diag‐
nosis of infection is critical to control the spread of
diseases because it can identify the source of infection
and accelerate the adoption of anti-infection measures.
Existing nucleic acid detection methods adopted for
the diagnosis of infectious diseases include polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), isothermal amplification, and
whole genome sequencing. PCR, the most common
detection method, involves nucleic acid amplification
for the quantitative analysis of pathogen nucleic acids
(including DNA and RNA). PCR is highly sensitive,
but its wide application is limited by the need for
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special equipment and personnel. Isothermal amplifi‐
cation technology is time-saving and portable, but
nonspecific amplification has poor accuracy and pro‐
duces false-positive results. Whole genome sequencing
is highly accurate, but is expensive, time-consuming,
and complex, rendering it unsuitable for rapid diag‐
nosis of infectious diseases (Scheler et al., 2014; Zhao
et al., 2015; Matthijs et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2017).
The World Health Organization (WHO) has proposed
that ideal methods for detecting pathogens should be
quick, specific, sensitive, and cost-effective, and not
require instruments and equipment (Wang et al., 2020b).
The development of such methods is imperative in
the wake of an increase in the number of pathogens.
In recent years, the clustered regularly inter‐
spaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-CRISPRassociated protein (Cas) system has been used not
only for genome and ribonucleic acid editing, but also
for nucleic acid detection (Gootenberg et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2018; Harrington et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2018a). More importantly, it has the advantages of
high sensitivity, specificity and speed, and low cost
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2018). It can be used for the
identification of pathogens through nucleic acid detec‐
tion. The general working principle of the system for
nucleic acid detection is as follows: when the Cas pro‐
tein binds to the target single-/double-stranded DNA
(ssDNA/dsDNA) or RNA, the nonspecific ribonucle‐
ase activity of the protein is activated, allowing it to
specifically cleave the target nucleic acid, nonspecifically cleave adjacent ssDNA or single-stranded RNA
(ssRNA), and mark the adjacent nucleic acid with a
signal. Signal changes caused by cleavage can be
detected with an appropriate detection device to deter‐
mine whether the tested samples contain the pathogen
of interest (Abudayyeh et al., 2016; East-Seletsky
et al., 2016; Gootenberg et al., 2017, 2018; Bhattacha‐
ryya et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018; Harrington et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018b; Karvelis et al., 2020). CRISPR
technology can be applied to detect pathogen nucleic
acids. The process involves three steps: amplification
of the target nucleic acid to amplify the detection signal
and improve detection sensitivity; specific recognition
of the nucleic acid sequence to activate nonspecific
cleavage of adjacent reporter molecules by the Cas
protein; and labeling of adjacent nucleic acids with
signals, detection of those signals, and interpretation
of the results.

In this review, we first discuss the discovery and
development of the CRISPR-Cas system, briefly sum‐
marize the current methods for evaluating the results
obtained using the system, and describe in detail its
application for the detection of several pathogens that
cause infectious diseases, such as human papilloma‐
virus, Zika virus (ZIKV), dengue virus (DENV), avian
influenza virus, and severe acute respiratory syndromecoronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). The Cas proteins are
classified according to the different proteins used in
the detection process. Finally, the prospects and chal‐
lenges of the CRISPR system for the detection of
pathogens of infectious diseases in the future are
discussed.

2 Discovery and development of the CRISPRCas system
Ishino et al. (1987) discovered a special structure
in the 3' region upstream of the Escherichia coli alka‐
line phosphatase isozyme gene (iap). Five repetitive
sequences each containing 29 nucleotides appearing
every 32 nucleotides were discovered for the first time
as interval and partial palindromic repeats. Then, Jansen
et al. (2002) used the acronym CRISPR in the genome
sequencing of other prokaryotes to identify the family
characteristics of CRISPR. Following, Haft et al. (2005)
reported that Cas proteins with nucleolytic activity are
often found on both sides of CRISPR sequences. Sub‐
sequently, Terns and Terns (2011) discovered an adap‐
tive immune system, namely, the CRISPR-Cas system,
that fights against invasion by bacteriophages and
foreign plasmids in bacteria and archaea. The system
consists of RNAs and proteins on both ends (Fig. 1a).
The system has since been developed continuously
and in 2016 was first recognized for its ability to
detect nucleic acids (Fig. 1c) (Pardee et al., 2016).
The CRISPR-Cas system is divided into two
classes depending on the type of Cas protein and the
design principle of the effector module (Makarova
et al., 2015; Koonin et al., 2017). The class Ⅰ system
includes types Ⅰ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ, which are composed of
multiple effector proteins and CRISPR, while the class
Ⅱ system includes types Ⅱ, Ⅴ, and Ⅵ, which are com‐
posed of one large multidomain multifunctional pro‐
tein and CRISPR (Mohanraju et al., 2016). At pres‐
ent, systems including the Cas12 and Cas14 proteins,
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the structure, working principle, and discovery of the CRISPR-Cas system. (a) Composition
and structure of the CRISPR system. (b) cis-cleavage and trans-cleavage of ssDNA and RNA by the Cas12, Cas13, and
Cas14 proteins for the generation of fluorescence signals. (c) Timeline of CRISPR-Cas system development. CRISPR:
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas: CRISPR-associated protein; ssRNA: single-stranded RNA;
ssDNA: single-stranded DNA; dsDNA: double-stranded DNA; FDA: the United States Food and Drug Administration.

which are type V Cas proteins, and the Cas13 protein,
which is a type VI Cas protein, are most widely used
for nucleic acid detection. Below, we review the effects
of these three Cas proteins on the collateral cleavage
of DNA/RNA.
2.1 Cas12
Zetsche et al. (2015) discovered Cpf1 endonuclease
(Cas12a) in the class II V-type CRISPR-Cas system
of Prevotella and Francisella. FnCpf1 can bind to

a CRISPR RNA (crRNA) to form the Cpf-crRNA
complex. Under the action of the protospacer-adjacent
motif (PAM) sequence in the form of 5'-TTN, it binds
to targeted dsDNA to cleave targeted nucleic acids
with the RNase H fold (RuvC) domain. This produces
staggered double-strand breaks and achieves full cleav‐
age of DNA in vivo and in vitro (Zetsche et al., 2015).
In addition to detecting the FnCas12a protein, Li et al.
(2018a) also detected Cas12a proteins from nine ran‐
domly selected species such as Francisella tularensis,
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Lachnospiraceae bacterium ND2006, and Helcococcus
kunzii ATCC 51366. They found that Cas12a proteins
had the ability to cleave ssDNA in cis and in trans (Li
et al., 2018a). Subsequently, Chen et al. (2018) found
that the binding of the Cas12a-crRNA complex and
targeted DNA through crRNA-complementary ssDNA
(PAM sequence-dependent) or dsDNA (TTTT-PAM
sequence-dependent) pathway can activate nonspecific
cleavage of ssDNA by LbCas12a (Fig. 1b). Among
three Cas proteins, LbCas12a, AsCas12a, and FnCas12a,
which are widely used in nucleic acid detection,
LbCas12a had the strongest lateral cleavage activity
and the highest fluorescence intensity (Dai et al.,
2019; Nguyen et al., 2020). Most recently, Liu et al.
(2021) identified that Lb2Cas12a can be used as a
genome editing tool and has greater flexibility in PAM
(5-BYYV-3 editing) selection.
Furthermore, the class II V-B effector protein
C2c1 was shown to be able to recognize the PAM
sequence in the form of 5'-TTN. Under the guidance
of single-guide RNA (sgRNA) formed by the combination of crRNA and transactivation crRNA (tracrRNA),
the RuvC domain cleaves DNA in vivo and in vitro
(Shmakov et al., 2015). Then, Teng et al. (2019) found
that Cas12b can recognize and cleave targeted dsDNA/
ssDNA, and can also nonspecifically cleave ssDNA.
When targeting dsDNA, Cas12b relies on TTC-PAM
and TAC-PAM to accomplish collateral cleavage. On
the other hand, when targeting ssDNA, Cas12b does
not require a PAM sequence for cleavage activity, and
its collateral cleavage activity is higher than that of
dsDNA.
In addition to the common Cas12a and Cas12b
proteins, Cas12 proteins of the class Ⅱ V-type CRISPRCas system also have the ability to cleave Cas12d,
Cas12h, Cas12i, and CasF (Cas12j) in trans. However,
their trans-cleavage activity is relatively weak and
does not show strong competitiveness in the field
(Yan WX et al., 2019; Pausch et al., 2020; Leung et al.,
2022). The smallest Cas12g protein has only about
800 amino acids and must form a ternary complex with
the guide RNA and tracrRNA to induce the cleavage of
ssRNA. It also cleaves trans-ssDNA and RNA non‐
specifically after it has been activated (Schnell, 2019).
2.2 Cas13
Cas13, including its subtypes (i.e., Cas13a, Cas13b,
Cas13c, and Cas13d), recognizes and binds ssRNA

and acts as an RNA detector (O'Connell, 2019; Yan
FC et al., 2019). Shmakov et al. (2015) discovered a
single effector protein C2c2 (Cas13a) in the putative
class II type VI CRISPR-Cas system. C2c2 has two
high-level eukaryotic and prokaryotic nucleotidebinding (HEPN) domains, both of which have RNA
nucleases (Anantharaman et al., 2013). Then, Abu‐
dayyeh et al. (2016) discovered the CRISPR effector
protein class II type VI Cas13a. After recognizing the
protospacer flanking sequence (PFS) under the guid‐
ance of crRNA, its HEPN domain performs cleavage.
Researchers also found that Cas13a cleaves not only
targeted RNA, but also nontargeted RNA (Fig. 1b)
(East-Seletsky et al., 2016). After that, Smargon et al.
(2017) discovered the type VI-B effector Cas13b
which can be divided into the B1 and B2 subtypes
depending on the presence of additional proteins; B1
has CSX28 (a small protein encoding a transmem‐
brane domain), while B2 has CSX27 (a protein that
contains 3–4 predicted transmembrane domains). Cas13b
cleaves targeted RNA and the adjacent ssRNAs with
arbitrary sequences. To date, few detection systems
based on Cas13c have been reported. The sequence
similarity between the Cas13d protein and the Cas13a-c
homolog is low, and Cas13d contains an HEPN do‐
main not typical of the Cas13 superfamily. Based on a
series of studies on Cas13d from different bacteria, it
was found that Cas13d relies on crRNA, but not on
the HEPN domain, to cleave the target (Konermann,
2018). It does not require the flanking sequence of the
target and can target any RNA sequence (Yan et al.,
2018).
2.3 Cas14
Cas14, the smallest RNA-guided nuclease, was
found in Diapherotrites, Parvarchaeota, Aigarchaeota,
Nanoarchaeota, Nanohaloarchaeota (DPANN), a super‐
phylum of symbiotic archaea (Harrington et al., 2018;
Hamm et al., 2019). Like Cas12, Cas14 has a C-terminal
RuvC domain, so it is classified as a V-type effector
protein (Harrington et al., 2018). Sequence analysis
revealed that Cas14 can be divided into three sub‐
types: Cas14a, Cas14b, and Cas14c. Under the action of
the sgRNA complex formed by crRNA and tracrRNA,
these proteins recognize complementary target ssDNA
via the RuvC domain to achieve cleavage. Cas14 can
target ssDNA cleavage without the need for PAM
sequences, and can recognize and cleave dsDNA
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under the guidance of PAM sequences (Jansen et al.,
2002; Karvelis et al., 2020) (Fig. 1b). In addition, in
the process of cis-cleavage ssDNA/dsDNA, transcleavage of ssDNA bound with the fluorescein group
and quenched group is produced, and then the cutting
activity of Cas14 is reflected by the fluorescence
signal.

3 Signal detection platforms
As CRISPR-Cas activity cannot be measured
directly, signal detection platforms are required for
analysis (Maffert et al., 2017). Platforms used for de‐
tecting CRISPR-Cas activity can be generally divided
into four categories depending on the need for preci‐
sion instruments, test strips, or other special devices
(Fig. 2).
3.1 Fluorophore-quencher (FQ) double labeling
Double labeling is achieved by fluorescence res‐
onance energy transfer between fluorescence com‐
pounds and their corresponding quenching compounds.

When there is no side branch cutting, fluorescence
resonance energy transfer can occur if the distance
between two groups of molecules is small (up to a
certain range). As a result, the quenching group absorbs
the fluorescence energy emitted by the fluorescence
group, and no fluorescence signal is observed. On the
other hand, separation of the two groups of molecules
occurs during collateral cleavage, and the fluores‐
cence energy can no longer be quenched, resulting in
a fluorescence signal. By combining double labeling
with a fluorescence detection system, the fluorescence
signal can be detected in real time under a specific
excitation wavelength. However, professionally trained
personnel are needed to operate the system, and a large
real-time fluorescence detector is needed, limiting the
application of this system in the real-time detection of
infectious diseases.
3.2 Paper-based lateral flow dipstick
Sano et al. (1992) skillfully combined molecular
biology with immunochromatography to establish
the lateral flow dipstick (LFD) detection method. Its
working principle includes: (1) labeling of detected

Fig. 2 Classification of signal detection platforms. (a) ssDNA/RNA is labeled with the fluorescent dye FAM (F) and
quenching group (Q), and a fluorescence detection device is used to read the results. (b) F and biotin are used to mark
ssDNA/RNA, and a test strip is used to read the results. (c) The turbidity caused by liquid-liquid separation in the test
tube can be observed with the naked eye. (d) Nanoparticles are used to observe color changes in the test tube and read
the results. (e) Detection results are obtained through the use of electrochemiluminescence and an electrode plate. (f) The
results are read using a microfluidic chip. (g) F and Q double-labeled ssDNA/RNA is used, and a mobile phone device is
used to read the results. ssDNA: single-stranded DNA; FAM: carboxyfluorescein; MB: methylene blue.
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single-/double-stranded nucleotides with a fluorescent
group and biotin, and (2) detection of control lines
modified by an anti-fluorescent antibody and strep‐
tavidin (a ligand that binds biotin). The sample first
binds to the fluorescent antibody (primary antibody)
on the sample pad (colloidal gold), and the liquid of
the test strip flows under capillary force. When there
is no collateral cleavage, the reporter system remains
intact and combines only with the secondary antibody
on the control line, that is, a band is observed only on
the control line. When nonspecific cleavage occurs,
the reporter system is divided into the biotin part,
which can combine with the detection line, and the
antibody part, which can combine with the control
line. Thus, two bands are displayed. The number of
bands on the test strip can be observed visually. This
demonstrates that paper-based lateral flow analysis
(LFA) can also be developed as a specific and qualita‐
tive detection technology. In addition, paper-based LFA
technology can be applied in resource-poor areas due
to its portability and the ability to easily visualize the
results.
3.3 Direct visual detection with the naked eye
Compared to the fluorescence/quenching group
and LFD detection methods, direct visual detection
does not rely on fluorescence labeling and detection
equipment or paper. Direct visual detection is simple
and intuitive and allows real-time detection. At present,
there are many direct visual detection methods, includ‐
ing the turbidimetric method and detection based on
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) (Liu et al., 2022).
Turbidity refers to the degree of hindrance to
light transmission caused by suspended matter in a
liquid. The turbidity of a liquid depends on the con‐
tent of the suspended matter and its characteristics,
including size, shape, and refractive index. Visual
detection of turbidity is based on the principle of liquidliquid phase separation, which is the unique phenom‐
enon in which two solutions with different specific
gravities and immiscibilities are mixed. The turbidity
of a solution can be increased by liquid-liquid phase
separation, and this change can be observed with the
naked eye (Hyman et al., 2014; Aumiller et al., 2016).
In addition, AuNPs, which have a simple structure,
are affordable, do not require special equipment, and
can be used to label ss/dsDNA or RNA. When collateral
cleavage occurs, the state transformation of nanoparticles

(dispersion to aggregation) causes the solution to change
color from red to blue-purple, and to appear colorless
after centrifugation. A change in the color of the solu‐
tion indicates the presence of the target pathogen (Zhang
et al., 2021).
3.4 Other platforms
In addition to the above detection methods,
methods for on-site detection and diagnosis of nucleic
acids include electrochemical method-based biosensors.
The detection principle of electrochemical methods
includes the triggering of electron transfer on the elec‐
trode after collateral cleavage, leading to electrochem‐
ical conversion. Changes in signal recorded on a sen‐
sor indicate the presence of pathogens (Dai and Liu,
2019; Dai et al., 2019). As microfluidic chips used in
microfluidic detection are simple, small, easy to carry,
and inexpensive, they can be integrated with micro‐
array technologies for pathogen detection and analysis.
Therefore, they have been widely used for real-time
detection. In many classifications of microfluidic tech‐
nologies, a droplet-based microfluidic system has been
applied to pathogen analysis due to its advantages of
high specific surface area, high flux, no cross contam‐
ination, and diverse operation modes (Iwai, 2022).
Notably, graphene is a promising photodetector ma‐
terial with an ultra-wide wavelength range (from ultra‐
violet to terahertz). Its good biocompatibility also
facilitates its wide application in the field of nanoelectronic biosensors. When CRISPR transistors use
inactivated Cas proteins to search for specific targets
in biological samples, if the target exists, the charge
generated by the biological interaction will be sensed
and signaled by graphene. This method can realize
detection in the natural state of DNA without amplifi‐
cation or expensive optical instruments (Hajian et al.,
2019). Furthermore, smartphones have been developed
as telemedicine devices, for example for the analysis
of pictures of colorimetric test results, and apps can
be developed for the quantification of test results (Shi‐
noda et al., 2021).

4 Application of nucleic acid detection of
pathogens
The CRISPR-Cas system has been widely used
to detect viruses and other pathogens, such as bacteria,
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fungi, and parasites. Table 1 summarizes the applica‐
tions of Cas proteins.
4.1 Application of the CRISPR-Cas12 system
The combination of Cas12a and Cas12b is the
most widely used for the detection of nucleic acids of
pathogens via the CRISPR-Cas system.
Taking advantage of the collateral cleavage ability
of Cas12a, Li et al. (2018a) used Cas12a to develop
the HOLMES (one-hour low-cost multipurpose highly
efficient system) technology. They used fluorescencequenching reporter-labeled ssDNA for the detection
of pseudorabies virus and Japanese encephalitis virus
with a sensitivity of 1‒10 amol/L. Chen et al. (2018)
combined recombinase polymerase isothermal ampli‐
fication (RPA) with LbCas12a detection to establish
the DNA endonuclease-targeted CRISPR trans reporter
(DETECTR) system, which can specifically detect
human papillomavirus (HPV) in cell culture and anal
swabs. This method has good sensitivity, as it can
accurately identify clinical samples of HPV16/18
typing with differences as small as six base pairs (bp)
between genotypes, and shows a good correlation with
PCR results. Tsou et al. (2019) proposed a CRISPRCas12 point-of-care (POC) detection system read by
LFD that can directly detect HPV DNA in circulating
plasma. The proposed protocol is as follows: (1) the
cell supernatant is first treated with lysis buffer, and
isothermal amplification is carried out directly with‐
out separating the DNA; (2) the amplified sample
is then incubated with the CRISPR-Cas12a system;
and (3) HPV16 and HPV18 can be detected by LFD
with a detection limit consistent with that of PCR
(0.24 fmol/L) in 2 h and 55 min. Dai et al. (2019) pro‐
posed an electrochemical biosensor electrochemical
CRISPR (E-CRISPR) based on CRISPR-Cas12a. The
biosensor uses a methylene blue-labeled nonspecific
ssDNA reporter for the detection of HPV16 and parvo‐
virus B19 (PB-19) and has a detection limit as low
as 50 pmol/L of viral nucleic acids. Subsequently, Xu
et al. (2020) proposed a biosensor platform that com‐
bines electrochemical DNA (E-DNA) with CRISPRCas12a for the detection of PB-19 ssDNA. This method
detects the conformational change of targeted nu‐
cleic acids as a result of surface signal probing by
electrochemical sensors. The proposed platform can
detect viral DNA levels as low as 10 fmol/L with‐
out using amplification. Compared with traditional

electrochemical detection methods, it has superior
sensitivity and specificity. Wang et al. (2020a) inte‐
grated CRISPR-Cas12a with LFD to establish an
African swine fever virus (ASFV) detection method.
CRISPR-Cas12a-LFD can detect 20 copies/reaction
of ASFV DNA within 1 h without cross-reaction in
the presence of other porcine DNA viruses. In add‑
ition, real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) was demon‐
strated to detect 149 clinical samples simultaneously
with a coincidence rate of 100%. He et al. (2020) de‐
tected pathogen nucleic acids within 2 h at a detection
limit as low as 1 pmol/L without amplification of
ASFV DNA by combining the CRISPR-Cas12a system
with a fluorescence-based POC system. They found
that the ternary complex formed by crRNA-Cas12aASFV DNA was stable even after 24 h of incubation.
Based on this finding, the detection limit may be as
low as 100 fmol/L. Wu et al. (2020) proposed a new
method for the detection of ASFV based on CRISPRCas12a. The target nucleic acids are first amplified
by PCR and subjected to Cas12 detection. Detection
is then performed with a probe-based lateral flow bio‐
sensor (LFB). This method can be used to detect
seven types of ASFV simultaneously at a sensitivity
as low as 2.5 fmol/L within 2 h.
As the coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic is ongoing, the CRISPR-Cas12 system has
been used to detect the novel coronavirus. Broughton
et al. (2020) proposed the DETECTR method, which is
based on the CRISPR-Cas12 system and incorporates
reverse transcription (RT)-loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP) and LFD. This method can be
used to detect SARS-CoV-2 in 40 min with 95% posi‐
tive consistency and 100% negative consistency. Guo
et al. (2020) then introduced an integrated SARS-CoV2 nucleic acid detection platform, CRISPR-assisted
detection (CASdetec), which simultaneously combines
sample processing, nucleic acid amplification, and
Cas12b detection. This system can achieve a detection
limit of 1×104 copies/mL by connecting the system to a
portable blue cassette. Wang et al. (2020c) developed
a rapid and sensitive visual method for detecting
SARS-CoV-2 known as CRISPR-Cas12a-based de‐
tection with naked eye readout (NER). It can be used
to detect at least ten copies of viral genes in 45 min.
Joung et al. (2020) introduced the specific highsensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking (SHERLOCK)
testing in one pot (STOP) method, which simplifies
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Table 1 (continued)

100

86.8

100

95.2

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

1h

37–50 and
60–95

37

95 and 37

65 and 48

37

37

Reference

FQ reporter+
real-time
detection

Gootenberg
et al.,
2018

Gootenberg
et al.,
2017

<2 h FAM-biotin
Myhrvold
reporter+
et al.,
lateral flow
2018
strips
To be continued

1.5 h FAM-biotin
reporter+
lateral flow
strips

2h

70– FQ reporter+
Sam
90 min real-time
et al.,
fluorescencequ 2021
antitative PCR
instrument

80 min FQ reporter+
Li et al.,
real-time
2021b
fluorescencequ
antitative PCR
instrument

<60 min Barcode AuNPs+ Cai
naked eye
et al.,
under blue
2021
light

Ma QN
et al.,
2021

Color changes Ma L
in AuNPs+
et al.,
naked eye or a 2021
portable
colorimeter

Result
determination
method

39 and 37 70 min FQ reporter+
microplate
reader

94, 55, 72,
and 37

Sensitivity Specificity Requirement
Temperature
Portability
Time
(%)
(%)
for multiplexing
(℃)
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Signal
amplification
method
Limit of
detection

Staphylococcus
aureus

Salmonella
enteritidis

CCB

APC-Cas

S. aureus

ACasB

Aptamer+
CRISPRCas14a1

Asymmetric
PCR+
CRISPRCas14a1

PCR+CRISPRCas13a

Conventional
real-time
PCR+
CRISPRCas13a

PCR+CRISPRCas13a

RT-RPA+
CRISPRCas13a

400 CFU/mL

1×104 amol/L

1 CFU/mL

1 amol/L

20 amol/L

100

98

90

100

100

100

100

100

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

37

51–53 and
37

37

37

37

41

37

Result
determination
method

FQ reporter+
UV-Vis
spectropho‑
tometer

FQ reporter+
fluorescence
plate reader
>2 h FQ reporter+
fluorescence
plate reader

2h

>2 h FQ reporter+
fluorescence
plate reader

1.5 h FQ reporter+
real-time
PCR
detection
systems

4h

50 min Fluorescence+
smartphone
app

2.5 h FAM-biotin
reporter+
lateral flow
strips

Sensitivity Specificity Requirement
Temperature
Portability
Time
(%)
(%)
for multiplexing
(℃)

Wei
et al.,
2022

Ge et al.,
2021

Harrington
et al.,
2018

Shen
et al.,
2020

Zhou
et al.,
2020

Arizti-Sanz
et al.,
2020

Chang
et al.,
2020

Reference

CRISPR: clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas: CRISPR-associated protein; HOLMES: one-hour low-cost multipurpose highly efficient system; DETECTR: DNA endonuclease-targeted
CRISPR trans reporter; E-CRISPR: electrochemical CRISPR; OR-DETECTR: one-tube detection platform based on reverse transcriptase and recombinase polymerase isothermal amplification (RT-RPA)
and DETECTR technology; CDetection: Cas12b-mediated DNA detection; Cas12aVDet: Cas12a-based visual detection; Cas12a-UPTLFA: CRISPR-Cas12 with upconverting phosphor technology
(UPT)-based lateral flow analysis (LFA); RAA: recombinase-aided amplification; BCA: biological bar code immunoassay; TB-QUICK: Mycobacterium tuberculosis DNA detection platform;
SHERLOCK: specific high-sensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking; HUDSON: heating unextracted diagnostic samples to obliterate nucleases; SHINE: streamlined highlighting of infections to
navigate epidemics; CCB: a bacterial detection method based on CRISPR-Cas13a; APC-Cas: a allosteric probe-initiated catalysis and CRISPR-Cas13a system; CMP: Cas14a1-mediated nucleic acid
detection platform; ACasB: aptamer Cas14a1 biosensor; PRV: pseudorabies virus; JEV: Japanese encephalitis virus; PB-19: parvovirus B19; SARS-CoV-2: severe acute respiratory syndromecoronavirus-2; ORF1a: open reading frame 1a; HERC2: HECT domain and RCC1-like domain 2; PCR: polymerase chain reaction; RT: reverse transcription; LAMP: loop-mediated isothermal
amplification; CFU: colony forming unit; FQ: fluorophore-quencher; FAM: carboxyfluorescein; AuNPs: gold nanoparticles; UV-Vis: ultraviolet-visible; MB: methylene blue.

Eberthella typhi

CMP

Human
HERC2 gene

SARS-CoV-2
ORF1a

Porcine
RPA+CRISPR- 172 copies/μL
reproductive
Cas13
and respiratory
syndrome virus

Pathogens
detected

SHINE

Detection
method

CRISPR- Cas14DETECTR
Cas14

CRISPRCas system

Table 1 (continued)
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nucleic acid extraction by using the magnetic bead
method and shortens the detection time by incorpo‐
rating a lateral flow system. LAMP and CRISPRCas12b were used to build the platform. The system
can be used to detect SARS-CoV-2 within 1 h with
93.1% sensitivity and 98.5% specificity. Ding et al.
(2020) introduced two CRISPR RNAs with no PAM
site restriction to improve the detection sensitivity
for pathogens, and named this system all-in-one
dual (AIOD)-CRISPR. AIOD-CRISPR can be used
to visually detect SARS-CoV-2 and human immuno‐
deficiency virus (HIV). Ali et al. (2020) proposed
the in vitro specific CRISPR-based assay for nucleic
acid detection (iSCAN) system for the detection of
SARS-CoV-2. The thermophilic variants of Cas12b
and RT-LAMP are used in combination with the dip‐
stick technique to achieve timely detection of SARSCoV-2. Sun et al. (2021) proposed a one-tube detec‐
tion platform based on RT-RPA and DETECTR (ORDETECTR) and based on RT-RPA and SHERLOCK
(OR-SHERLOCK). The detection process takes
50 min, has a detection limit of 1 copy/µL, and does
not require sample transfer. Recently, Wang R et al.
(2021) established a visual SARS-CoV-2 detection
system, known as one-pot visual RT-LAMP-CRISPR
(opvCRISPR), through the combination of RT-LAMP
and Cas12a. Observation of a single molecule by the
naked eye can be achieved in 45 min. Subsequently,
Ma et al. (2022) established a visual biosensor based
on CRISPR-Cas12a and RT-PCR. In the presence of
SARS-CoV-2 virus nucleic acids, the polymerization
or dispersion state of AuNPs is affected by the linker
DNA. A color change is triggered by a change in the
state of AuNPs and can be visualized by the naked
eye or a smartphone via a color detection app. This
method can be used to successfully detect SARSCoV-2 genes in synthetic vectors, transcriptional RNA,
and SARS-CoV-2 pseudoviruses. It is highly sensi‐
tive and specific for the detection of pseudoviruses,
has a detection limit of as low as 1 copy/µL, and is not
affected by cross-reactivity.
CRISPR-Cas12a has also been used for the de‐
tection of nonviral pathogens. Cas12a-based visual de‐
tection (Cas12aVDet) was established by integrating
RPA and Cas12a. Through naked eye observation of
the green fluorescence signal emitted by the reporter
under blue-light irradiation, DNA can be detected at a
single molecular level within 30 min (Wang et al.,

2019). It was demonstrated that this method can suc‐
cessfully detect mycoplasma contamination at a detec‐
tion rate of up to 100%. Ma L et al. (2021) developed
a dual-mode biosensor powered by CRISPR-Cas12a.
Within the biosensor, Cas12a first identifies target
nucleic acids. The target nucleic acid is then amplified
by the Salmonella invasion protein A (invA) sequence,
and linker DNA is cut to disperse aggregated AuNPs.
This causes a red to blue-purple color change that can
be observed visually. When recorded by a portable
colorimeter, pathogenic Salmonella-infected food can
be detected at a limit of 1 CFU/mL (CFU: colony
forming unit). When it is used in combination with a
thermal imager to explore the photothermal effect of
AuNPs, the detection limit is also 1 CFU/mL, and the
dynamic range is 1−1×108 CFU/mL. Ma QN et al. (2021)
also combined recombinant enzyme-assisted amplifi‐
cation (RAA) with the CRISPR-Cas12a system to intro‐
duce the RAA-Cas12a-Tg detection system. Target‐
ing the 529-bp repeat element (RE) gene and internal
transcribed spacer-1 (ITS-1) gene, the platform shows
strong specificity for Toxoplasma gondii oocysts in
soil samples. The platform also has a lower limit of
detection (1 fmol/L) for the 529-bp RE gene of T. gondii,
showing better detection sensitivity than conventional
PCR. Cai et al. (2021) combined biological bar code
immunoassay (BCA), RPA, and CRISPR-Cas12a to
construct a triple signal amplification system (BCARPA-Cas12a) for quick detection of Salmonella ty‐
phimurium in milk within 1 h. Target bacteria are
first separated by immunomagnetic nanoparticles and
marked with an AuNP probe for signal amplification.
The bio-barcode DNA is amplified isothermally by
RPA, and then trans-cleavage of activated CRISPRCas12a occurs. The detection of pathogens can then
be performed visually via the generated fluorescence
signal under blue light. Li et al. (2021b) established the
E-CRISPR based on RAA. After nucleic acid-targeted
cleavage, the number of surface signal probes con‐
taining electrochemical labels changes, generating an
electrochemical signal difference that indicates the
existence of a targeted pathogen. This method was
demonstrated to detect 0.64 amol/L DNA of Listeria
monocytogenes (135 CFU/mL in pure culture). It can
also detect Flammulina velutipes. You et al. (2021) inte‐
grated CRISPR-Cas12 with upconverting phosphor
technology (UPT)-based LFA (Cas12a-UPTLFA) for
the detection of Yersinia pestis. Y. pestis DNA in blood
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can be detected with high sensitivity (93.75%) and
high specificity (90.63%). To avoid aerosol contam‐
ination caused by transferring amplification products,
Li et al. (2021a) developed a Cas12aFDet platform
based on fluorescence detection that can amplify the
production of L. monocytogenes-targeted nucleic
acids and enhance Cas12a detection by PCR or RAA
within 15 min in an airtight reaction tube. The results
showed that the detection limits of PCR-based Cas12aF‐
Det and RAA-based Cas12aFDet for L. monocyto‐
genes serotype 4c are 33.7 CFU/mL and 135.0 CFU/mL,
respectively. Furthermore, Cas12aFDet based on RAA
can be used to specifically detect L. monocytogenes
DNA at a detection limit as low as 0.64 amol/L.
Li et al. (2019) used thermophilic RNA-guided
Cas12b, which has DNA endonuclease activity, and
asymmetric PCR amplification or LAMP to create the
HOLMESv2 platform. The platform can be used to
detect 1×10−8 nmol/L DNA virus in urine samples. The
integrated amplification and detection steps can be
optimized in a single reaction system to reduce crosscontamination. When combined with Bst3.0 DNA
polymerase, Japanese encephalitis virus RNA can be
detected within 1 h. Teng et al. (2019) established a
Cas12b-based DNA detection platform, namely Cas12bmediated DNAdetection (CDetection), usingAaCas12bsgRNA and dsDNA activators to identify HPV16 and
HPV18. The experimental results showed that 1 amol/L
HPV DNA in human plasma can be detected when
the platform is used in combination with RPA. HPV
DNA can be detected rapidly with high resolution
when the tuned guide RNA (tgRNA) used for CDetec‐
tion is optimized.
Sam et al. (2021) integrated LAMP and CRISPRCas12b to create a novel Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(M.tb) DNA detection platform (TB-QUICK). The
sputum and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of
138 tuberculosis patients, 21 nontuberculosis patients,
and 61 people in close contact with tuberculosis were
analyzed, using the M. tb IS6110 gene as the target
gene. The detection limit was 1.3 copies/μL, and there
was no cross-reaction with other strains. The method
could effectively distinguish tuberculous from nontuberculous samples. This method had higher sensitivity
(86.8%) and specificity (95.2%) than conventional de‐
tection methods using acid-fast bacillus (AFB) smears,
i.e., M.tb culture and GeneXpert M. tuberculosis and
rifampin (MTB/RIF; Xpert) assays. Huang et al. (2021)

developed a platform for the rapid detection of Cam‐
pylobacter jejuni within 40 min based on CRISPRCas12b. About 10 CFU/mL of C. jejuni contamin‑
ation could be detected in chicken samples with a
sensitivity 10 times higher than that of the traditional
method.
4.2 Application of the CRISPR-Cas13 system
East-Seletsky et al. (2016) demonstrated for the
first time that the LbuCas13a protein can be used to
detect target RNA. However, detection sensitivity was
unsatisfactory and could not meet the requirement for
clinical diagnosis. Gootenberg et al. (2017) proposed
SHERLOCK, which combines RPA, T7 RNA poly‐
merase, and Cas13a to detect the target RNA. The sys‐
tem was demonstrated to specifically detect 2 amol/L
ZIKV and DENV RNAs. The researchers further
developed SHERLOCKv2, which involves four Cas
proteins (i.e., LwaCas13a, PsmCas13b, CcaCas13b,
and AsCas12a) and four fluorescent groups (i.e., car‐
boxyfluorescein (FAM), Texas, cyanine 5, and hexa‐
chlorofluorescein), to qualitatively detect four different
types of nucleic acids (i.e., synthetic ssRNA, dsDNA,
ZIKV ssRNA, and DENV ssRNA). SHERLOCKv2
can achieve single molecule detection with a limit as
low as 2 amol/L within 2 h when RPA is combined
with LFD (Gootenberg et al., 2018). Myhrvold et al.
(2018) then proposed the SHERLOCK heating un‐
extracted diagnostic samples to obliterate nucleases
(HUDSON) platform, which successfully omits the
nucleic acid extraction step for the detection of patho‐
gens. This method can detect as few as 1 copy/µL
ZIKV and DENV RNA within 2 h when combined
with LDF. Chang et al. (2020) successfully combined
RPA, T7 reverse transcriptase, and CRISPR-Cas13a to
generate a system to detect porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) at 37 ℃. This
enhanced Cas13a detection method can be used for
real-time analysis or intuitive reading and can detect
the virus specifically and sensitively at a molecular
level as low as 172 copies/µL. Liu et al. (2019) designed
specific crRNAs targeting in vitro transcribed RNA
of the hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA)
genes of the H7N9 virus. They combined this system
with the RT-RPA technique and achieved a mini‐
mum detection limit of 1 fmol/L HA and NA genes
in 50 min without cross-reaction in the presence of
other subtypes of viruses. Wu et al. (2019) screened
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for and detected nasopharyngeal carcinoma and other
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-related diseases at room
temperature by optimizing the functions of amplifica‐
tion primers in the RPA step of SHERLOCK. Through
analysis of 48 nasopharyngeal carcinoma samples
and 50 negative control plasma samples, the system
achieved a 96% detection rate of positive samples and
detected no negative samples, showing good agree‐
ment with qPCR results. Qin et al. (2019) used Cas13integrated microfluidic technology to analyze Ebola
virus RNA. Using a customized fluorimeter, pur‑
ified virus RNA samples of 20 PFU/mL can be detected
in 5 min. Most strikingly, Ackerman et al. (2020)
established an extended multipathogen detection plat‐
form, namely combinatorial arrayed reactions for multi‐
plexed evaluation of nucleic acids (CARMEN), for
multiple nucleic acid evaluation in one step by inte‐
grating Cas13 with a microwell array. This system
can be used to stably detect 4500 crRNA targets on a
single array and distinguish 169 human-associated
viruses. Recently, Wang S et al. (2021) established
PCR-CRISPR technology with a minimum detection
limit of 1 copy/reaction hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA
in 15 min. qPCR was able to detect HBV DNA in
only 302 of 312 serum samples, while PCR-CRISPR
detected HBV DNA in all the samples.
The use of CRISPR-Cas13 for SARS-CoV-2 de‐
tection has been widely reported. A test strip for the
detection of SARS-CoV-2 was developed in March
2020 by targeting the S and ORF1ab genes of the
virus using SHERLOCK. The test strip can detect
targeted nucleic acid sequences in the range of 20‒
200 amol/L (Zhang et al., 2020). The SHERLOCKTM
CRISPR SARS-CoV-2 kit has been authorized for
emergency use by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Hou et al. (2020) proposed a
CRISPR-COVID method for detecting SARS-CoV-2
RNA by combining RPA and CRISPR-Cas13a. The
method can be used to detect SARS-CoV-2 in 40 min
and has a sensitivity close to a single copy. The stream‐
lined highlighting of infections to navigate epidemics
(SHINE) platform established by Arizti-Sanz et al.
(2020) can be used to detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA in
unextracted samples. Read-out is achieved via fluores‐
cence detection. The sensitivity and specificity of
50 nasopharyngeal swabs were 90% and 100%, respectively. Fozouni et al. (2021) developed a CRISPRCas13a analysis method for detecting viral RNA in

nasopharyngeal swab samples through a mobile phone.
The analysis can be performed without amplification
with a detection limit of 100 copies/µL in 30 min.
Shinoda et al. (2021) also established a CRISPR-based
amplification-free digital RNA detection (SATORI)
method. This method combines CRISPR-Cas13 detec‐
tion with microchamber array technology to achieve
nonamplified RNA detection. It allows detection of
10 fmol/L ssRNA in 5 min. The detection sensitivity
of the system can be further improved by other crRNA
methods to allow detection of 5 fmol/L SARS-CoV-2
RNA. Liu et al. (2022) established an AuNPs-labeled
CRISPR-Cas13a detection system using solid-state
nanopore sensing technology, which showed great sen‐
sitivity and specificity for viral RNA sensing. When
CRISPR is activated, AuNPs are released from the
non-covalent coupling of AuNPs and RNA, and a
strong ionic signal pulse from the nanopore sensor is
detected to identify the SARS-CoV-2 target RNA. In
the absence of front-end target amplification, 50 fmol/L
SARS-CoV-2 RNA could be detected at room tempera‐
ture, which is close to the sensitivity required for rapid
screening of SARS-CoV-2.
Shen et al. (2020) developed an allosteric probeinitiated catalysis and CRISPR-Cas13a (APC-Cas)
system. The platform uses nucleic acid aptamers to
construct AP DNA molecules, which are transformed
into their active configurations after binding to the
targeted pathogens. After AP is transformed into an
active configuration, the primer is annealed to the
binding site region. Combined with isothermal ampli‐
fication and CRISPR-Cas13a detection, the detection
platform can be used to detect a single copy of Strep‐
tococcus enteritis DNA without pathogen isolation
and nucleic acid extraction. With a dynamic range of
1×105 CFU/mL, the system is more sensitive than
qPCR. Zhou et al. (2020) established a bacterial detec‐
tion method based on CRISPR-Cas13a (CCB). When
combined with PCR, this method can be used to
detect as little as 1 amol/L Staphylococcus aureus
genomic DNA with a detection limit of 1 CFU/mL
within 4 h. Compared with traditional bacterial culture
methods, CCB is highly sensitive and rapid.
4.3 Application of the CRISPR-Cas14 system
The CRISPR system based on Cas14 can be used
not only for single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
typing, but also for nucleic acid detection. Harrington
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et al. (2018) established a high-fidelity SNP genotyping
method with Cas14-DETECTR, which was success‐
fully applied to HECT domain and RCC1-like do‐
main 2 (HERC2) gene typing of human eye color
(blue and brown) differentiation. Aquino-Jarquin (2019)
used HUDSON for rapid detection of small and non‐
enveloped human Boca virus ssDNA in nasopharyn‐
geal swabs and sediment of respiratory infections in
children. More recently, Ge et al. (2021) used Cas14a1
without the restriction of PAM loci. It has a strong
recognition ability for ssDNA and can cleave ssDNA
nonspecifically. Cas14a1 was successfully integrated
to generate a Cas14a1-mediated nucleic acid detec‐
tion platform (CMP) combined with asymmetric PCR
for the detection of Streptococcus pyogenes and Eber‐
thella typhi (Ge et al., 2021). Cleavage from Cas14a1
can be analyzed via a microplate reader. The method
has proved effective in identifying seven pathogenic
bacteria. It has good reproducibility and strong speci‐
ficity in identifying bacteria without cross-reaction,
and has great potential for pathogen detection and
identification.
Recently, Wei et al. (2022) developed a detection
platform based on an aptamer Cas14a1 biosensor
(ACasB). Its working principle is roughly as follows:
first, the specific aptamers of S. aureus are hybridized
with the blocker DNA. After the addition of live S.
aureus, the blocker can be released during bacteriaaptamer binding. The released blocker can eventually
activate Cas14a1 protein by binding to sgRNA, result‐
ing in a change in fluorescence intensity. This method
can achieve high specificity and sensitivity for live S.
aureus without extraction or amplification of nucleic
acid. Experiments have proved that this method can
directly detect live S. aureus cells from 400 CFU/mL.
Compared with qPCR, the Cas14a1 aptamer biosen‐
sor can accurately detect S. aureus in complex sam‐
ples, demonstrating its potential for application in
food safety and environmental monitoring (Wei et al.,
2022).

5 Conclusions and future perspectives
Infectious diseases, such as COVID-19, pose great
threats to the survival of human beings. It is important to develop accurate and rapid technologies for
detecting pathogens, the culprits of infectious diseases.

Compared with existing detection methods, CRISPR
technology is rapid and simple, and has low cost, high
sensitivity, and high specificity. Use of the CRISPRCas system can accelerate the detection of trace nucleic
acids of pathogens. RT-PCR has satisfactory sensitivity
and specificity in the detection of low target concen‐
trations and has been recognized as the gold standard
for the detection of most pathogens. However, the
ability of crRNA to recognize complementary target
sequences based on Cas proteins makes the CRISPRCas system more specific than primer-based detection
systems for the detection of pathogens. Nevertheless,
more accurate bioinformatics tools that allow the de‐
sign of more specific and active crRNAs are needed
to overcome the poor reliability of crRNA design.
Among the reported CRISPR detection methods,
CRISPR-Cas12-based detection techniques, including
HOLMES, DETECTR, and CDetection, have been
used to detect pseudorabies virus, different genotypes
of HPV, SARS-CoV-2, and other pathogens. The abilities of CRISPR-Cas13-based detection techniques,
including SHERLOCK, SHERLOCKv2, and CRISPRCOVID, to detect ZIKV, DENV, and SARS-CoV-2,
have also been studied. CRISPR-Cas14-based detec‐
tion techniques, including Cas14a1, have been used to
detect bacteria in milk samples. The properties of
different Cas proteins may vary depending on their
sources. For example, the concentration of Mn2+ does
not necessarily increase the sensitivity of all Cas12a
proteins. Therefore, the improvement and modifica‐
tion of Cas enzymes in the future are important for
further optimization of their functions.
Although CRISPR-Cas technology is easy to use
and does not require special equipment, it requires
additional mechanisms for analysis and interpretation.
Detecting the results requires signal detection plat‐
forms such as double-labeled fluorescence quenching
reporters, LFD, naked eye visibility, electrochemistry,
or microfluidic chips. Analysis and interpretation of
results obtained using the CRISPR-Cas system may
increase the complexity of the system to a certain
extent. However, methods based on LFD or visual
observation are straightforward and broaden the appli‐
cation of CRISPR-Cas technology from the detection
of pathogens to on-the-spot diagnosis of pathogens.
Although methods based on electrochemistry or micro‐
fluidic chips still rely heavily on sophisticated instru‐
ments, these methods also show great advantages in
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the high-throughput detection of multiple pathogens.
For example, CARMEN is being used to achieve this
goal. While it would be highly desirable to integrate
the four parts of the CRISPR detection system, namely
sample processing, pre-amplification, CRISPR detec‐
tion, and result reading, in a single device for use in a
wider scope of applications and commercialization, it
remains challenging to incorporate all the parts at pres‐
ent. Many attempts have been made to refine each
part of CRISPR: (1) simplification of sample preparation or the introduction of a one-pot reaction system
to shorten the sample preparation time; (2) rapid nu‐
cleic acid extraction without amplification; (3) optimi‐
zation of Cas enzymes and crRNA for sensitivity and
specificity enhancement of detection; (4) design of
multi-channel or high-throughput detection systems
to reduce operating costs; and (5) the adoption of a
portable reading mode for detection, an amplificationfree strategy, and/or improved amplification tech‐
nology to simplify the system. As current research on
CRISPR-Cas-based testing systems is in full swing,
we believe that this technology will shine in the fore‐
seeable future.
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